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Holy Qur'an 

 

Discussion point – what is the message of this chapter?



"The best among you (Muslims) are those who
learn the Qur'an and teach it"

•Discussion points
•What do we learn from this Hadith?
•Is it enough to learn the recitation of the Quran?
•To whom can we teach the Qur'an?
•How many of you learned the Qur'an from their
parents or family members? Can you share your
experience? Would you be able to teach it to your
children?
•What is the importance of reciting the Holy Qur'an?
•When is the best time we should recite the Holy
Qur'an?
•What does the word Qur'an itself actually mean?
•How can we improve our recitation of the Holy
Qur'an?
•Has anyone registered in ITQA?
https://www.itqa.org.uk/

Hadith



IS IT ENOUGH
TO ABSTAIN
FROM SIN?

"Remember too that abstinence from sin alone is not an accomplishment of any
kind for man as thousands of worms, insects, animals and birds refrain from
committing any sin, yet they are not considered to have attained communion
with God. The question, therefore, is: ‘How did the Messiah’s expiation serve to
enhance human spirituality?’Man is in need of two things in order to reach God:
First, abstinence from evil; and second, the attainment of good deeds. Merely
eschewing evil is no great feat. Thus, the crux of the matter is that these two
forces have remained present in human beings ever since their creation: On the
one hand carnal passions lure them towards sin, while on the other hand the fire
of the love of God that is hidden in their nature incinerates the straws of sin
much like physical fire incinerates the physical straws and dried leaves. But
ignition of this spiritual fire that incinerates sins depends entirely on the cognition
of God, because love and adornment for anything depends on acquiring its
complete recognition. You cannot love something whose beauty and excellence
you are unaware of. The knowledge of the beauty and excellence of the God of
Honour and Glory ignites the fire of love for Him, which, in turn, consumes sin. It
has always been the practice of Allah to grant such knowledge to mankind
through His Prophets. Others get light from their light and acquire all the
bounties that are bestowed on the Prophets by following them"
(The Philosophy of Divine Revelation) Page 76

The Promised Messiah (as)



Abid Khan Sahib’s Diary

Mahmood told me that
when he started at Jamia
many years ago, one of his
classmates, Arsalan, who
was also one of his best
friends, wrote to Huzoor
asking what the ‘secret to
success’ in Jamia was.

Rather than responding
that he should work hard
or by giving educational
tips, Huzoor wrote back
simply with the words: 

“The secret to success is
that you are punctual in
offering Namaz.”

Mahmood sahib told me
that after receiving this
response, Arsalan took
Huzoor’s words to heart
and was always one of the
first people sitting in the
Mosque for each prayer
and continued this practice
throughout the seven
years of Jamia.



Abid Khan Sahib’s Diary
Continuing the story, Mahmood Sahib said:

"After a few years, our Jamia college moved to its current purpose-built site in
Reidstadt and Huzoor came to inaugurate it. On that occasion, all of the Jamia
studnets and teachers were seated in front of Huzoor. I was seated next to Arsalan
and with great fervour and emotion he prayed that 'O Allah, if you truly exist then
please make Huzoor remember me at this time'.

Mahmood Sahib continued:

"Literally a few seconds after Arsalan prayed this, Huzoor called out from the stage
'Arsalan khan hain?' meaning 'Where is Arsalan?'. In a state of shock, Arsalan
stood up, Huzoor looked in his direction and then told him to sit down again
without saying anything else. I am witness to this amazing and faith inspiring
incident. I do not think it is likely that if other people pray that Huzoor should call
them instantly that Allah will answer their prayers in the same way. Rather, i
believe becasue my friend took Huzoor's advice to be puntual in prayers so
seriously that on this ocassion Allah rewarded him by answering his prayer there
and then. 



Ahmadiyyat 101 | Episode 2

•What are the 5 core beliefs?
•Discuss the blessings of being an Ahmadi in light of the 5 core beliefs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnTANi6_6WU&t=122s



Name the shapes 

Circle / Square / Rectangle / Pentagon / Hexagon / Rhombus / Oval



Questions?
Comments?
Let us know!

www.khuddam.org.uk

talim@khuddam.co.uk

@MKA_EDUCATION

@MKA_TALIM


